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Write your own adventure
By Wes Fleming #87301
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In and of itself, there’s nothing inherhoped it would be, and worth every penny of
write to take into account what someently wrong with the above paragraph.
the $20 admission price. The permanent
body else – your stalwart readers –
You’ve no doubt read paragraphs like that
exhibit on atomic culture brought back a lot
will find interesting.
in motorcycle or travel magazines more
of hard memories, but seeing the display on
Riding a motorcycle can be a solitimes than you can possibly remember.
“Duck and Cover” evoked some laughs, too.
tary experience. You’re tooling along
The problem is you don’t remember. If
In the above paragraph, you probably
US 95 somewhere in Nevada, not a
you wanted directions from Las Vegas to
noticed I didn’t tell you a single thing about
care in the world. The sun is shining,
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that moment, and what comes out is this:
From my hotel near the National Atomic
Testing Museum just off South Las Vegas
Boulevard (better known as The Strip), I
headed east on NV 592, also known as E
Flamingo Road. I eased onto the ramp and
merged into traffic on I-15 north. I stayed on
the Las Vegas Freeway until it intersected
with US 95, which I then took west, following that road through Las Vegas as it turned
north. Reno was just seven hours away.
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After leaving the museum, I looked at my
map and realized I’d need to take the direct
route – a seven-hour blast up US 95 – to
Reno, rather than the two- or even three-day
scenic route up US 395. I needed to be at my
girlfriend’s place by 8 p.m. that night for the
dinner party she’d planned; taking the path
through Inyo, Sierra and Stanislaus National
Forests and Death Valley and Yosemite
National Parks wasn’t an option. After a day
of rest under Jolene’s tender care, I spent the
better part of a week exploring some of those
places as well as Tahoe National Forest and
Lake Tahoe.
While portions of that paragraph might
verge on oversharing, you do have to admit
it’s a lot more interesting to read than the
very first example paragraph that gave the
turn-by-turn breakdown of the trip from
Las Vegas to Reno. If I was editing that
paragraph, I’d probably take out all the forest and park names and shorten that
sequence a bit, but as a writer, I’d want
everybody to know where I went during
that week I spent at my girlfriend’s place.
In a perfect world, then, your words
inspire your readers to grab a map of
Nevada to see the difference between US
95 and US 395. In that same perfect world,
you don’t need to describe the hammering
bleakness of the ride up US 95 because the
reader can simply soak up the heat-generated haze in that awesome photo of the
weird aircraft you took during a fuel stop
near Area 51.
You did get that photo, didn’t you? Come
back next time for some tips on how to get
those great travel photos that really put
your contribution over the top.

Wes Fleming #87301 has been riding
motorcycles for 20 years, writing and editing for longer than that, and worshipping
Jack Riepe since conception. He’s been
known to both drag a knee and dangle a
participle, but only in his younger, more
daring days. If you have suggestions for
future topics for this column, reach out and
suggest away at wfleming@bmwmoa.org.
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Expert repair of Motometer and VDO
Speedometers, Tachometers and Clocks
Quartz clock repair and conversion.
Custom color face conversion.
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Tel: 650-323-0243 FAX: 650-323-4632

Your Premiere Motorcycle Touring Source
Bead Pro Bead
Breaker & Tire Irons
Combo Set Lightweight
aluminum. 2 tools 1
compact kit. Easily
breaks beads even on
large tubeless tires.
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Premium
Highway
Pegs w/
Secret StorageProvide comfort
& stretch for long rides.
R1200GS/A Stainless Steel Engine Guards
Hidden storage. Look great
Protect your cylinders where they are most on large adv bikes like the
vulnerable. Engineered for maximum
R1200GS/A, F800GS,
protection for your engine. Match BMW
F650GS, R1150GS etc. Black
stock bars & include stainless steel mount
or Silver. Made in USA.
clamps & hardware. Made in USA.
Ultra Bright LED Turn
Signals - Increase safety
& visibility with these
ultra bright blinkers.
Easy 10 minute install.

Complete BMW Tool Kits
Model specific tool kits that are comprehensive &
compact. Industry leading USA Made Tools with
Lifetime Warranty. You will always have the peace of mind of being prepared
for emergency roadside repairs & routine maintenance. Includes hard to find
and expensive BMW specific tools for your bike & heavy duty Tool Roll. BMW
R1200GS/GSA/RT/S/R, F800/650GS Twin, R1150GS/A, F650GS Single,
KTM’s, V-Strom, Super Tenere, Tiger 800, Explorer & many others.
Many More Products
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